
English Teacher Recommendation Form
TO THE PARENT:

Please complete the following portion of this form before giving it to your child’s teacher. Recommendation forms should be filled 

out by your child’s current English teacher. Students who only have one teacher for their current grade should also ask the teacher 

from the previous year to complete a recommendation.

Name of applicant_______________________________________________________________Applying for grade___________________________

Teacher name (print)_______________________________________________School name_____________________________________________

School address______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Daytime phone____________________________________________________Email____________________________________________________
AREA CODE    EXT.

I understand that this recommendation is confidential, and I waive the right to view the recommendation submitted for my child.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
PARENT/GUARDIAN  
DATE

Founded in 1933, Flintridge Preparatory School is a college preparatory day school for girls and boys (grades 7–12). Those students 

who benefit most from our curriculum are those who are intellectually inquisitive, strongly motivated and highly committed to the 

challenges and opportunities the school offers. Flintridge Preparatory School provides a learning environment where young people 

develop self-confidence, creativity, a sense of responsibility and moral decisiveness.

TO THE TEACHER:

The above named student is a candidate for admission to Flintridge Prep. Your thoughtful and honest evaluation of the student is 

an important part of the admissions process. This recommendation will remain confidential and will not become a part of the 

applicant’s permanent record. Please complete both sides of this form. Please be sure to make a copy for your records.

The deadline for receipt of recommendations is Friday, January 20, 2017.

Please give a candid summary assessing the applicant’s academic and personal qualities and promise as a student. We would 

especially appreciate your views on the candidate’s academic ability, work habits, classroom behavior, maturity and peer relations. 

Please include below any comments that you feel will help us better understand the applicant as a person and a student, including 

the candidate’s unique strengths and/or challenges. Please feel free to attach a letter if you feel it would be helpful. All teacher and 

administrator recommendations are confidential and, in order to protect the applicant’s privacy, will be destroyed as soon as a 

decision has been reached on the candidacy.

 See attached letter.

Recommendation  

For academic potential:      

For character and personal promise:      

Overall recommendation:       
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NOT  
RECOMMENDED

WITHOUT 
ENTHUSIASM

FAIRLY 
STRONGLY STRONGLY ENTHUSIASTICALLY



                 PASADENA CONSORTIUM COMMON RECOMMENDATION FORM FOR TEACHERS

Applicant’s name___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this checklist. For your convenience, a number of local independent schools in the greater  

Pasadena area are using a common form for the Teacher Recommendation. Please feel free to photocopy this checklist in the event  

that this student is applying to more than one school. Though each school may vary in the emphasis that it places on the qualities  

listed below, every school is interested in the descriptive profile of a student which this checklist provides. AFTER COPYING, attach  

this checklist to the school’s recommendation form.

How long have you known the applcant?_____________________________________________________________________________________

When did you teach the applicant?_______________________________________Grade(s)_____________________Subject(s)_____________

ACADEMIC AND PERSONAL EVALUATION. Please check the appropriate ratings.

 1. Academic potential   limited   fair   good   outstanding

 2.  Academic achievement   considerably below   consistent with ability   above expectations   considerably above 
vs. potential      capability       expectations

 3. Effort/drive   limited   sporadic   usually good   maximum

 4. Study habits   needs support   needs limited assistance   self-directed   consistently effective

 5. Ability to work in a group   has great difficulty   sometimes has difficulty   usually effective   always works well

 6. Ability to work alone  needs much help   needs help frequently   needs help occasionally   always works well

 7. Participation in discussion   rarely contributes   wants to dominate  contributes occasionally   joins in readily

 8. Reads for pleasure   rarely   if prodded   occasionally   frequently

 9. Written expression   poor   limited   good   excellent

 10. Written content   poor   limited   good   excellent

 11. Ability to express ideas orally   limited   has some difficulty   good   exceptional

 12. Imagination   little  fair  active  highly developed

 13. Use of time   uses poorly   occasionally wastes   usually uses well   always and effectively

 14. Follows directions   rarely   needs much explanation   occasionally needs help   quickly and effectively

 15. Critical thinking   limited   consistent with age   often perceptive  exceptionally perceptive

 16. Seeks help when needed   rarely   occasionally   usually   always

 17. Attention span   easily distracted   occasionally distracted   usually good   always

 18. Maturity in terms of age/grade   very immature   somewhat immature   mature   impressive

 19. Consideration of others   rarely considerate   usually considerate   considerate   unusually thoughtful

 20. Social adjustment with peers   relates poorly   has occasional problems   healthy relationships   extremely popular

 21. Leadership potential   a follower   leads when given   seeks opportunities   a natural leader
                responsibility      and uses them well

 22. Initiative   never initiates   rarely shows initiative   occasionally initiates   often initiates

 23. Classroom conduct   frequent disruptions   occasional misconduct   usually good behavior   good conduct

 24. Stability   easily frustrated   seeks much attention   somewhat tense   stable

 25. Sense of humor   rarely laughs or smiles   fair   good   outstanding

 26. Self-confidence   needs much   appears overly confident   needs some support   positive self-image
              reassurance

 27. Fulfills responsibilities   rarely   sometimes   usually   always

 28.  Parent participation in   rarely involved   overly involved   sometimes involved   appropriately involved
       child’s education

  29. Parent cooperation   unknown   uncooperative   fair   good

  30. Parent expectations of student   unknown   unrealistic   realistic   other

Teacher’s signature__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
          DATE

Teacher’s name (print)________________________________________________________________________________________________________
   MRS/MS/MR/DR   FIRST NAME    LAST NAME

Thank you for your time and assistance.

Flintridge Preparatory School admits students of any race, color, national and ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded 
or made available to students at the school. It does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national and ethnic origin in administration of its educational 
policies, admissions policies, scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.


